
Dear Jia, 	 5/11/75 

Surnlialally the Dan Schorr p. 2 byliner, WxPost 5/11/75, "bald nand the IOW 
is excellent forie critics. The content is has is. M concern is not with this but 

with the omissions, sane known to CDS, all available to Schorr; and quite significant 

if the omissions are in the documents themselves or in what there should have been, 
comsat on this file. 

think we should have copies of the entire declassified file lemediately and 

that Hoch at least would want then. To this end, because I may vent to reproduce in 

Agent Oswald, please sok ter a set from the Archives, charge to my account for pickup 
wheat/we are there for pictures, and ask when and when these papers were declassified 

and wiry they were not declassified sooner. 
Porcine who knows the available backgriund information the summary reflected 

in the head is the wrong angle. It should be Oswald and the Old. There never was OW 
reasonable heats for believing that Oswald was or could have been ROB. 

bet the omission from this story of the two transcripts and their nature and 

content, both in CDS possession through se, does raise reasonable questions. Schorr 

say or say not have know of either or both but the most casual cohok in OBS' own 
files had to disclose both. I think it unlikely he is not aware of the reporting 

of IN IT. This is not to suggest what need be a sinister interpretation because there 

apes always considerations of apace. However, in this case I think at least minimal 
reference, particularly in the context of the current situation we OIL and investigations, 

made some reference mandatory by normal Jouraietio standordi. 
The *easel* at this story is not new. t is in lesenko's book, which I have and 

I am sure about which I have written and spoken to you. 

The sore eiguificent Voids have to do with 44maldis 	delerimrs(e) free 

Minsk when he was under aurveillence and the whole story of his leaving Russia, 

especially permission forgeries to go with him. While the latter can be interpreted 

two ways, I believe it reflects the great Russian enxietY to be rid of his. That 

there could be no reference to these matters in the =file is incredible. That 

inaluding it in what was given to the US by the kuesians would seem to serve obvious 

Russian interests. at I. recall noon of this in the original Mee I examined long 

ago. There is a Gamut* file breakdown. They have this odd way of separating the 
Oswald history, pro.Russie, Russia and Post RUSSIA. 

It is my recollection that what the Russians delivered was soma to the CIA 
for analysis. 

It simply is not possible that the 103 had no Oswald records or interests from 
the time he vent to Win* until his September applioation for rewentry. "specially 

not when the ROB considered his a possible "intelligence Spat temporarily Torment." 
Her a rereading of part of 0 in RO eight be helpful. 

Nor is the interpretation given to the words "influence Oswald in the right 

direction,* attributed to the 1011, Kin*, may that of an Uterine* to recruit bia6 

This, in fact, seems to be an entirely unreasonable explanation. 't does serve US 

spodk interest and provides a seeming reasonableness to the thrust of the sorsa 

representations of the FBI about the interviews, particularly by Vain. Why would 

they expect Oswald to return to the US, the only WU, couid serve nainimnimpte 
Hoe else ootild be be "recratied?* and for what? 

Troia leads to an addition to the mares-tot is anything else on this still withheld? 

(Sod if I could only get some help to take the elementary needs off as so I 

could return to that book. This can get out of hand, my fear about so such that 

is current.) 
unless there is something special about this declassification not indicated in 

Schorr's story, as world no normal, like a CAS/Schorr/other special request, that 

this is, as it appears to be, a auddient, out of the regular declassification seems 

to me to corroborate the suspicion I have long held, that the adbanditration has 

decided that the official account is going to come apart and it wants to control bow 

it does. 
"causing oonaideration of evidence of a conspiracy on this alone, which is 

what Bcbcrr's story does, is consistent with my censer* as with current °Moist acts. 


